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Series:  30 Things About Life I Wish I had Known 10 Years Ago

8. Don't Care About What People Think

The weight of other’s thought can become a burden for you. It can inhibit you from living your life, because your entire being (your personality, your 
thoughts, your actions) are controlled by an idealized standard of what people want to see. When you become so obsessed with other people’s opinion of 
you, you forget your own.

(Reference)

Friday Lightning Talks: Aaron Hoyle-Katz

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Aaron 
Hoyle-Katz

Bing Zhang Rokwire:

PR to add the recurring events endpoint.
PR reviews.

Syngenta:

deploy extractors on prod.
PR reviews.

Benjamin 
Galewsky

Chen Wang

Christopher 
Navarro

Craig Willis

Diego 
Calderon
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Gowtham 
Naraharisetty

Htut Khine 
Htay Win

Jong Lee

Kenton 
McHenry SCC Proposals

Brown Dog Report
Clowder Report
HR

SCC Proposals
Rokwire meetings
HR

Luigi Marini
Proposal meetings
Clowder CZO data ingestion
Clowder / Geodashboard PR reviews
Run deep learning model on SMU resources
New Syngenta project starting

Proposal meetings and writing
Clowder CZO data ingestion
Clowder / Geodashboard PR reviews
New Syngenta project starting. Researched tech.

Marcus 
Slavenas

Maxwell 
Burnette TERRA - hyperspectral updates to memory management

TERRA - BrAPI endpoint revisions
SYN - PR for lowercasing on search box tag fields in 
Clowder
SYN - PR for process queues in Mongo - https://opensou
rce.ncsa.illinois.edu/bitbucket/projects/CATS/repos
/clowder/pull-requests/1393/overview
VBD - v1 of app deployed for review on Thursday
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Michal 
Ondrejcek

INCORE

ocial analyses notes, csv
INCORE-839 - update population allocation dislocation description

Farmdoc

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-176

don't have permission to view it.

ARC/PLC Tools - Add unit test for arcplcpayment - review and 
change

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-175

don't have permission to view it.

ARC/PLC Tools - Add unit test for python db queries - review and 
change

Farm insurance

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-190

don't have permission to view it.

INS convert to Postgres and install insurance DB
continue with utility class

INS create python util class with Queries

INCORE

done
done

Farmdoc

new input from Gowtham, chnaged
not yet

Farmdoc INS

done
no time

Sara 
Lambert

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-176

don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-175

don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-190

don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you FD-191

don't have permission to view it.
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Michelle 
Pitcel GLM

Discuss particulars with Luigi

 

 - GEOD-1247 Duplicate Carousel Changes in gltg-dev 

 to develop DONE

GLTG

 

 - GEOD-1244 add content to home page for gltg 

 dashboard DONE

 

 -  GEOD-1245 Styling updates for dashboard homepage
DONE

 

 - GEOD-1246 Update geodashboard appearance 

settings DONE

 

 - GLGVO-547 Add info buttons to boundary and 

 nutrient tabs DONE

In Review:

  GEOD-917 DONE

  GEOD-1234 DONE

IMLCZO
Meeting for Clowder Issues

 

 - GEOD-915 On click of the download count the 

number of datapoints DONE

 

 - IMLCZO-261 Prepare Metadata for Ingestion in 

 Hydroshare DONE

 

 - IMLCZO-279 Updates from Email 

Communication DONE

In Review: 

  GEOD-883 DONE

  GEOD-933 DONE

  IMLCZO-194 DONE

GLM
Discuss particulars with Luigi

  GEOD-1247 DONE

GLTG

  GEOD-1244 DONE

  GEOD-1245 DONE

  GEOD-1246 DONE

  GEOD-1250 DONE

  GLGVO-547 DONE

IMLCZO
Meeting for Clowder Issues 

  IMLCZO-261 DONE

  IMLCZO-279 DONE

Rob Kooper

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil
Satheesan

Shannon 
Bradley

Yong Wook 
Kim Deploy profiles building block to rokwire dev system

Deploy logging building block to rokwire dev system
Make jupyterhub work with open id
Create landing page, webapps, swagger and other component to 
kubernetes system
Make keycloak token authorization work with incore service

Updated profiles building block to have dynamic end 
point
Deployed logging building block to dev system
Deployed profiles building block to dev system
Created joplin EPN service area
Made jupyterhub to work with open ID
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